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instructions
1 Lay down circuit traces.
2 Complete step 1 using only
two pieces of copper tape.
3 Position stickers on top of
tape, press firmly.
4 Position and clip your 3V
battery in place; mind the
polarity: “+” side down.
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5 Test circuit.
6 Troubleshoot all
connections as needed.
Thanks to Jie Qi and
Chibitronics for the use of
circuit sticker illustrations.
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1 Think of a complex problem you’d like to brainstorm solutions to.
2 Write it out as a question after the words “How might we.”
3 Write or draw a variety of possible ideas for answers on sticky notes.
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high clarity, low complexity
= meets the standard

high clarity, high complexity
= big effort, big impact
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valuable

low clarity, low complexity
= needs more work,
below standard

low clarity, high complexity
= needs revision, approaches
the standard
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notes

instructions
1 Put one idea from your statement starters on the center rung.
2 Move up the ladder by asking “Why?” (more theoretical).
3 Move down the ladder by asking “How?” (more practical).
4 Use the ladder lines on the right to expand on your notes and ideas.
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